The Lord is My Strength and Song
(Psalm 118: 14)

Words and Music: Pat Mayberry ©2009
Arrangement: David Kai ©2017
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The Lord is my strength and song.
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Now is my heart made strong. The mountains and
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The Lord is my strength and song.
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1. Even as the sun opens to the day,
2. Even as I cry, sorrow in my heart,
3. Even as the seed shelters in the soil,
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breaking new dawn there You'll find me.
breaking new night You will hear me.
babying new life You will hold me.
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light up on our way,
wear y and for lorn,
gen tles us to joy,
You are the
You in your
You of my
road that's unwind ing.
Love will be near ing me.
heart will en fold me.
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